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Abstract 
Being 20% of the building's total energy consumption, air conditioning can be a key 
to reduce significantly the energy demand and environmental impact. The blame lies 
in the compressor. The ejector is a simple equipment with zero energy consumption, 
ideal to assist the mechanical compressor. However, the ejector flow domain is 
complex and difficult to compute, once that is highly turbulent. The ordinary 
turbulence models are based on Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes, however, they 
cannot accurately compute the turbulence behavior inside the ejector. The optimal 
way to reproduce the interior flow is DNS, nonetheless, the computational cost is 
the major problem. This paper proposes two possible solutions to make DNS possible 
nowadays. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the concern about the environmental impact has increased. There are many 
fields where it is possible to act and reduce energy consumption and the environmental 
impact. In 2018, the International Energy Agency estimated that about 20% of the energy 
consumed in buildings went to air conditioning (AC). They concluded that “over the next three 
decades, the use of ACs is set to soar, becoming one of the top drivers of global electricity 
demand.”(IEA 2018). In the AC system, the major energy consumption is for the compressor. 
Besides the energy consumption, the compressor has mobile parts that increase the 
maintenance cost. The ejector is a device that is being widely studied and applied to assist the 
mechanical compressor. Additionally, ejectors are simple in construction without any moving 
parts. This equipment recovers the expansion work to compress a low-pressure flow without 
consuming extra electrical energy. It needs low-grade energy, as a heat source from solar 
thermal panels (Diaconu, Varga, and Oliveira 2011). Figure 1 presents a working scheme of 
the ejector. 

The primary flow (or motive fluid) passes through a throat (nozzle) expanding at supersonic 
speed. This process generates a low-pressure zone at the outlet, which causes the suction 
necessary to move the secondary flow (point e). The mixed fluid enters the section of constant 
area (m) then goes to the diffuser (c). 
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Figure 1: Ejector flow demonstration scheme (Huang et al. 1999) 

In the constant-pressure mixing section (Figure 1) exists energy exchange between the 
primary and secondary flow. The high difference in temperature and speed generates a 
boundary layer that separates the two flows, inducing high shear stresses and irreversible 
oblique shocks in the motive fluid. Computational Fluids Dynamics (CFD) packages are widely 
used to simplify the mixing process using conservation equations and some constants to 
approach the physics behind this phenomenon. Nonetheless, these models can not accurately 
predict the intensity and location of the shock waves (Varga et al. 2017). 

This paper first presents a quick review of the different turbulence models that are usually 
applied in ejectors. Next, a brief explanation of the Dynamic Numerical Simulation difficulties 
and finishes with two proposals to surpass those problems. 

2. Ejector Modeling Over Time 

In 1858, Henri Giffard patented the ejector (Bulinski et al. 2010) to refill steam engine boilers. 
Later, in 1926, Norman H. Gay proposed the first refrigeration cycle using a two-phase ejector 
(Gay 1931). 

Since then, a few scientific publications have been published with experimental work about 
the possible applications for ejectors (Macquorn Rankine 1869; Langmuir 1916; Ashley 1934; 
Work and Miller 1940; Fondrk 1952). Despite that, until the ’90s, the ejector operation was 
not fully understood (Kornhauser 1990). In the last ten years, there has been an exponential 
interest in ejector technology (Elbel and Lawrence 2016), which is reflected in the number of 
scientific publications made. 

2.1. Zero/one-dimension ejector model 

The first model developed to design the ejector is known as zero-dimensional (0D - or 
thermodynamic models). This kind of model is usually applied to predict the global ejector 
performance (Song et al. 2020). The 0D models use empirical coefficients for the different 
sections of the ejector to predict performance (Ringstad et al. 2020). 

In 1942, the first 1D model applied to a one-phase ejector was presented (He, Li, and Wang 
2009). Since then, there have been several updates to the model, until 1990 when the first 
one-dimension model developed for a two-phase was established by Kornhauser (1990). 

Nowadays, the 0D and 1D models are used to perform a preliminary analysis of the ejector 
regarding the critical operation or geometry (Taslimi Taleghani, Sorin, and Poncet 2018). These 
models should be adapted according to the initial considerations of the problem (namely if is 
constant pressure or area mixing, or if it is a one-phase or two-phase ejector). 
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2.2. Two/three-dimension ejector model 

The 0D and 1D models have limitations because it is only possible to predict the global 
performance indicators. If the goal is to obtain a local detail about the physical phenomenon 
or properties inside the ejector, it is necessary to apply a two/three-dimension model (Song 
et al. 2020). 2D models are commonly used once that an ejector can be considered 
axisymmetric, although the secondary inlet is not axisymmetric. This simplification affects the 
mixing process. However, this has a small impact on the overall results (Song et al. 2020). 

For 2D or 3D simulations, there are several models to predict turbulence. Due to the 
phenomenon complexity, Computer Fluid Dynamic (CFD) should be applied. The Reynolds 
number (Re - Formula (1)) is a measurement of the turbulent effects. The Re is the ratio of 
two terms from Newton’s law of the flow movement in a flow: momentum and viscous forces 
(Çengel and Cimbala 2012): 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌 ⋅ 𝑢 ⋅ 𝐷

𝜇
 (1) 

Where 𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝑢 is the characteristic velocity, 𝐷 is the diameter, and 𝜇 is the 
dynamic viscosity. 

Low Re means that the viscous forces are high enough to absorb the fluctuations that are 
produced by the inertial forces – laminar flow. However, increasing the inertial force, the flow 
becomes chaotic, and the velocity, as well as the pressure, changes randomly (Çengel and 
Cimbala 2012; Malalasekera and Versteeg 2007), starting a turbulent flow. 

To determine the physical phenomena in a complex flow, it is important to calculate the shear 
stress and the velocity profile. The shear stress depends on the velocity profile. To proceed 
with the calculation, it is important to understand the different layers that occur on a fully 
developed turbulent flow - Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Typical velocity distributions in turbulent flow near-wall 

These layers are defined by the distance from the wall. The first layer is the viscous wall layer. 
It is the one in contact with the wall. In this layer, the flow is laminar once the wall dissipates 
the kinetic energy in the flow, and the velocity profile is almost linear (U.S. Department of 
Energy 1992). Details about these formulas and assumptions can be found in a few references 
(Malalasekera and Versteeg 2007; Çengel and Cimbala 2012). In this paper, only relevant 
details will be mentioned. 

There are two options to resolve the nodes near the wall: 

i) wall function: does not resolve the viscosity-effected region, instead assumes that the 
total shear stress is equal to the wall shear stress (Ferziger, Perić, and Street 2020). This 
reduces the computational work. 

ii) near-wall model: all nodes are completely resolved. 
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Knowing the different approaches to solve the near-wall region, it is important to select a 
turbulence model that adjusts to the characteristics of the flow under analysis. Nowadays, 
there exist a significant number of different turbulent models. Several of them have the same 
base, but they were adapted to some specifications of the flow (Argyropoulos and Markatos 
2015). There are three usual approaches to tackle turbulence: Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS), Large Eddy Simulation (LES), and Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). 

2.2.1. Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) 

A laminar flow can be fully described by the Navier-Stokes equations. However, a turbulent 
flow has fluctuations that have a strong impact on the wall shear stress (Çengel and Cimbala 
2012). Besides that, a turbulent flow is characterized by rotational flow structures – eddies. 
These transport mass, momentum, and energy for sections of the flow where they would not 
exist, if the flow continued to develop in an orderly fashion, that is, laminar. The randomness 
behind a turbulent flow makes it difficult to describe easily all the flow properties. That is 
where the Reynolds decomposition is applied (Malalasekera and Versteeg 2007). 

Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes method models the turbulence and solves the mean field. 
Besides Navier-Stokes equations, additional equations should be added to resolve the system 
depending on the turbulence model selected. In ejectors the most common RANS models are: 

 The k-ε model takes into account an equation for the turbulence kinetic energy (k) and 
another for dissipation rate (ε). It was developed to fully simulate turbulent flows while 
neglecting molecular viscosity effects. 

 The k-ω model was created to improve the results near the wall by calculating the 
turbulence kinetic energy (k) and the specific dissipation rate (ω). 

 The Transition Shear Stress Transport (T-SST) model is a result of the best two worlds, k-
ε, and k-ω models. The standard k-ω model served as a basis, to which two equations 
were added: transport equation for the intermittency (𝛾) and transport equation for the 
transition momentum thickness Reynolds number (𝑅�̃�𝜃𝑡) (ANSYS Inc. 2009). Besides all 
the advantages of the standard k-ω model, the T-SST model describes with precision the 
transition zone (Varga et al. 2017). 

There are several scientific papers where different turbulence models are compared with 
experimental data. Taking the example of air as a working fluid, Bartosiewicz et al. (2005) 
concluded that SST k-ω was the most accurate model, however, a few years later, for a 
different geometry, Hemidi et al. (2009) had different results for the same fluid. That 
incoherency is usual for turbulence simulation with RANS because each model is more or less 
accurate according to the flow characteristics. Even in ejectors, the model accuracy is highly 
related to ejector geometry, boundary conditions, and fluid properties (Pianthong et al. 2007). 
Those disagreements in the results show that RANS does not have the precision to accurately 
compute the turbulence. 

2.2.2. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 

The chaos in a turbulent flow is characterized by eddies with different lengths and time scales. 
The RANS models are used to describe all eddies by a single turbulence model. However, the 
energy exchange between eddies of different lengths is an obstacle in the selection of the 
most accurate RANS model (Malalasekera and Versteeg 2007). For high Reynolds numbers, 
the smaller eddies can be approached as isotropic and are considered as having a universal 
behavior. The largest eddies' characteristics depend on the flow domain, boundary conditions, 
and body forces. Dissimilar to the small eddies, the big eddies are anisotropic and 
interact/extract energy from the mean flow (Malalasekera and Versteeg 2007). 
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LES was developed to resolve completely the large eddies and treat the small eddies as means 
of a sub-grid scale model (Malalasekera and Versteeg 2007). The study of ejectors using LES is 
something recent and that adds some difficulties, as high computational cost and assumptions 
that are made which reduce the accuracy of the solution (Fang et al. 2019; Zaheer and Masud 
2017). 

2.2.3.  Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) 

Direct Numerical Simulation, known as DNS, computes all the flow, mean and turbulent 
velocity. There is no modeling need, once that DNS solves the Navier-Stokes equations 
through a transient solution with small time steps with a fine mesh, that allows resolving the 
minor turbulent eddies and fastest fluctuations (Malalasekera and Versteeg 2007). The major 
disadvantage of DNS is the high computational cost involved for turbulent flows and especially 
for high Reynolds numbers (Malalasekera and Versteeg 2007). 

3. Ejector Modeling in the Future 

DNS solves all length scales in a turbulent flow (Ringstad et al. 2020). Due to the complexity, 
this method applied to turbulence flows is recent that it requires high computational work. 
This happens because turbulence is a chaotic form of mass, momentum, and energy exchange. 
This behavior raises the inertial forces while ignoring viscous forces, increasing the Reynolds 
number. 

The instability of the big eddies causes them to break and transfer the energy, mass, and 
momentum to smaller eddies. This phenomenon, known as the energy cascade, occurs in 
sequence until the eddy motion is stable and the molecular viscosity is capable of dissipating 
the kinetic energy (Pope 2000). Due to geometry dependence, the higher eddies are assumed 
as anisotropic and predictable. On the other hand, smaller eddies do not depend on geometry, 
and the vortices adopt a more random behavior, i.e., isotropic (de Souza et al. 2011). 

Those conclusions are the basis that Kolmogorov used to develop the known Kolmogorov 
Scales. These are the smaller scales that can exist in a turbulent flow and dissipate the energy 
from the larger scales (Pope 2000). 

3.1. The problem 

The Kolmogorov scales are used to predict the computational cost, which is the major problem 
when the goal is to apply DNS to flows with high Reynolds number, what happens in the 
ejector flow. 

The cell dimension of the grid can be approached by the Kolmogorov length scale (Formula 
(2)), where the cell dimensions are defined by Formula (3) (Pope 2000). 

𝜂 = (
𝜗3

𝜀
)

1 4⁄

 

 

(2) 

∆𝑥 ≈ 2,1 ⋅ 𝜂  (3) 

An initial approach to the number of elements in the mesh can be approached by the ratio 
between the domain volume and the element volume (∆𝑉 = ∆𝑥3). The limit for the number 
of elements (N3) is defined by the CPU of the computer available to perform the simulation. 

3.1.1. The problem description 

Initially, was evaluated if it was possible to apply DNS in a monophasic ejector. FLUENT 2020 
R2 was the CFD software used to obtain the flow properties for the analysis. The turbulence 
model applied was SST k-ω. All the results were obtained for the double choking mode of the 
ejector operation (Varga, Lebre, and Oliveira 2013). 
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The number of elements was computed using the smaller diameter of the ejector, the throat 
- Figure 1, to obtain the local properties, once that is the critical point. Table 1 presents the 
obtained values needed in this study. 

 ρ [m3/kg] �̅� [m/s] I [%] D [m] μmolecular [kg/(m.s)] 

throat 57,85 147,9 0,460 0,0028 1,40E-05 

Table 1: Computed values for the throat of the simulated ejector 
(�̅� is the mean velocity of the flow and 𝐼 is the turbulence intensity) 

Considering DNS only for the mixing section, applying the Kolmogorov Scale is possible to 
estimate the number of elements N3≈7x1019 (Table 2), which makes this simulation impossible 
for the actual computers due to the high computational cost (Pope 2000). However, there are 
some possibilities to work around the problem. 

 η [m] ∆𝒙 [m] N3 

throat 1,06x10-7 2,22x10-7 7x1019 

Table 2: Results obtained 

3.2. The possible solution 

The proposed objective of the work is to develop a strategy for analyzing ejector flow using 
DNS. Two paths will be followed during the study. First, an ejector will be designed for a 
maximum value of 100 to the turbulent Reynolds (Pope 2000). Through Figure 3, it is possible 
to accomplish that the number of nodes is around N3≈1,25x108. 

 
Figure 3: The number of nodes required to perform a DNS - 

adapted from Pope (2000) 

Applying Formula (2) and Formula (3) in a 1D model previously developed (Varga, Oliveira, and 
Diaconu 2009), it is possible to define an initial geometry for an ejector to perform a Direct 
Numerical Simulation. However, this is a theoretical ejector. Due to its small size, it is 
impossible to build and test. Nonetheless, this simulation could be the answer to fully 
understanding the flow inside an ejector. 

Second, a hybrid model, DNS/LES or DNS/RANS, will be developed for a real size ejector to 
study the mixing process using DNS. The boundary conditions will be using RANS or LES. These 
results will be compared to experimental and conventional simulation data. 

4. Conclusions 

The flow in a supersonic ejector is highly turbulent, making it impossible to resolve with DNS 
in the actual days. There are a few approaches in RANS to solve the turbulence, each one has 
a different focus (Argyropoulos and Markatos 2015). However, RANS solves the turbulence 
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based on average values and empirical data. These limitations are reflected in the outcomes 
when local properties are compared with experimental results. 

DNS is the ideal tool to simulate de ejector flow, yet its potential is limited by the CPU of the 
actual computers. DNS requires a very fine grid, with dimensions proportional to the 
Kolmogorov length scale. The higher the Reynolds number, the lower is the element size in 
the mesh, which increases the computational cost. 

This paper presents two possible solutions to work around this problem: 1) define the ejector 
geometry to obtain a certain number of grid elements or 2) a hybrid model DNS/LES or 
RANS/LES. These proposals will be developed in the coming months as part of a doctoral 
program. 
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